
Box3 Motorsports is a community dedicated to the idea that sim racing is an enjoyable hobby,
stress relief and should be welcoming to all. As such, the community has certain rules that must
be adhered to should you wish to be a member. If you ever have any questions regarding these
rules, do not hesitate to reach out to a member of the Mod or Admin teams. They will be happy
to answer any questions in a timely manner.

General Rules:

These rules apply to all community members and community discussion locations. To include,
but not limited to: Discord, site forums, Discord voice chats, league XBox parties, et al.

1. Respect for others is primary at Box3 Motorsports. All members are expected to
show both public and private respect for their fellow league members. No
personal attacks, in Discord, on track or any other platform will be tolerated. The
league will remove anyone who is unable to follow this rule.

2. No hate speech, racism, misogyny, homophobia or transphobia will be tolerated.
We are a welcoming community to all sim drivers and sim racing fans. Any of the
listed (or comments perceived as such) will result in an immediate ban from the
league.

3. Post the right content in the right channel. Try to help keep the channels clean
by posting the right stuff in the right place. If anyone would like a new channel,
DM a staff member and we can discuss the addition.

4. No advertising. Any advertising of other leagues, products, or social media
should be requested via DM to a league admin. While we support content
creators in the “Content Creation” category of channels, and encourage you to
post your video, image or stream creations there, any other advertising will be
deleted.

5. No pornography. Box3 Motorsports has a zero tolerance policy for pornographic
images being shared on our Discord platform or other league communication
tools. While the league may offer some sort of “NSFW” channel, this is for more
adult level content but that does not include to sharing of pornographic content.

6. These rules are not all encompassing. While we've done our best to spell out
rules to keep the server fun and happy, invariably, things are missed. That said, if
an admin or staff member asks you to stop an action, please stop immediately so
mutes/bans are not required. Any questions/concerns should be DMed to a staff
member for clarification.



7. No harassment. This includes unwarranted DMs after being asked to stop,
harassing other members in public channels, harassing other members outside
of league channels, etc. BoX3 will also not tolerate the harassment of
non-league members while representing BoX3 in other leagues, as a team, or
simply in public lobbies. Members should always strive to show respect and be
the bigger person in disagreements.

Off-Track Related Rules:

We understand that at times, tempers will flare after racing incidents, accidents, etc.
That said, there are clear cut rules on what is expected of members when addressing
these types of situations. Open discussion is acceptable and in fact encouraged. It is
how drivers get better. Berating someone or harassing them will have the opposite
effect.

1. No personal attacks against other drivers will be tolerated at any time. Incidents
should be reported per league instructions. Stewards will make any penalty
determinations and announce them in short order.

2. Belittling, harassing or otherwise attacking a driver involved in any incident is
strictly forbidden. This includes DMs to any driver involved. For openness,
racing incidents should be discussed in the appropriate Discord channel or site
forum in a respectful manner. This allows people to learn from each other.

3. Penalties for offenders will start with a single race ban. Repeat offenders can
expect to be removed from the league if necessary.

4. Discord/Forum name must match in game name. The consistency and continuity
of driver names will enable commentators, stewards, server admins and other
drivers to properly identify each other on track, during replays and on the discord
platform. Additions of social media metadata i.e (twitch.tv/username) alongside
the FULL correctly spelt discord name. (IE: twitch.tv/mz_b99 | Manulak) are
permitted. Nicknames are also permitted provided your in game name is in use
as well. (IE: MolsonFL | Adam Thursby)
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